
Contractor Management Solution for Commercial Real 

How do we overcome Contractor Management Security 
& Efficiency challenges in Commercial Real Estate?

CloudGate's Contractor Management solution streamlines 
operations with a portal for document management, automated 

credentialing, consistent background checks, and efficient resource 
tracking, enhancing security and efficiency in real estate.
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Contractor management in commercial real estate is fraught with challenges that can 

compromise security, efficiency, and tenant satisfaction. Inconsistent workflow standards across 

different properties or within the same building can lead to confusion and inefficiencies, 

obstructing smooth contractor operations. The process of issuing credentials is often clunky and 

inadequate, if existent at all, which hampers secure and swift access to necessary areas. Poor 

background checks on contractors pose significant security risks, exposing properties to 

potential threats. Tenant-controlled visitation further complicates matters, as it can result in 

unauthorized access or conflict with property management policies. The requirement for 

services during off hours presents logistical challenges, necessitating robust management 

systems to accommodate such needs without compromising security. Additionally, the lack of 

thorough vetting for contractors expected by tenants undermines the overall security posture of 

the property, leaving it vulnerable to potential issues. Addressing these pain points requires a 

comprehensive and integrated contractor management solution that ensures security, efficiency, 

and compliance with commercial real estate standards.
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The CloudGate Contractor Management solution is designed to address the critical challenges 

of contractor operations in commercial real estate. It offers a Contractor Portal that facilitates 

quick document upload and efficient tracking. The solution also includes vaccination and 

certification tracking to ensure compliance with health and safety standards. Training lapse 

alerts help in maintaining contractor qualifications by notifying management of upcoming 

training renewals. The system supports automatic credential issuance and rescindment, 

streamlining access control and enhancing security. Consistent and scheduled background 

checks are part of the process, ensuring that all contractors meet the necessary security 

standards. A Vendor and Contracting Company Portal automates the onboarding of new and 

replaced contractors, making the process more efficient. The solution also provides contractor 

asset tracking and allocations, allowing for better management of resources. Finally, tenant-

associated contractor management ensures that contractors are properly affiliated with tenants, 

which helps in managing authorization and accountability. Overall, CloudGate's Contractor 

Management system offers a comprehensive and automated approach to handling contractor-

related processes, improving security, efficiency, and compliance in commercial real estate 

operations.

About CloudGate

CloudGate by Soloinsight is an advanced platform designed to enhance workplace experience through the automation of 

the management and security of physical and cyber identities in buildings. It is a comprehensive solution aimed at 

converging and orchestrating physical security, HR, Environmental Health and Safety (EHS), Facility Management (FM), IT, 

and cyber domains into a single, secure automated system for both Logical (Identity and Access Management - IAM) and 

Physical Identity and Access Management (PIAM) and governance. The platform is trusted by various prestigious 

organizations and integrates seamlessly with multiple Physical Access Control Systems (PACS) and cyber identity 

solutions to manage the identities and credentials of employees, contractors, and vendors, ensuring access approvals, 

security, privacy, and compliance across all locations.
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